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The Lamb shift in the n = 2 level of deuterium has been measured by locating the cross-
ing point of the levels 2 St It (m~ = -1/2) and 2~X&/t (m = +1/2) near 574 G. An atomicJ
beam in the metastable 22S gy2 state was prepared, having a single hyperfine structure com-
ponent. This beam then traveled into a magnetic field where a static electric field was
used to induce transitions to the 2 I'&y2 (m = +1/2) state. Transitions utilizing bvo differ-
ent hyperfine components were measured, and yielded two independent values of the Lamb
shift. Eleven corrections to the data are discussed in some detail. The final value for
the Lamb shift is SD = 1059.24 + 0. 10 MHz. This result disagrees slightly with the orig-
inal measurement of Lamb et aE. , but does agree with the most recent theoretical result.

I. INTRODUCTION

The determination of the Lamb shift is one of
the most important tests of quantum electrody-
namics. Recent remeasurements' ' have given
a value for the Lamb shift in the n = 2 level of hy-
drogen, and this paper reports a remeasurement
of the Lamb shift in the e =2 level of deuterium.

In a series of microwave atomic beam experi-
ments, Lamb and his co-workers4 measured the
fine structure (fs) of the n =2 levels of hydrogen
and deuterium. These experiments provided val-
ues for the fine structure constant ~ and the Lamb
shift S . The experiments to be described here
ax e part of a series' ' designed to remeasure
this fs in H and D. These experiments will even-
tually yield a redetermlnation of Q.

In these experiments, we have located the cross-
ing point of the metastahle 2 'S,&, level P with
the short-lived 2 'P, ~ level e near 574 G (see
Fig. l). Measurement of the crossing-point
magnetic field along with a detailed knowledge
of the Zeeman energy levels determines the Lamb
shift S.

H. GENERAL PROCEDURE AND APPARATUS
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levels (including the hyperfine structure for
deuterium ln the lllset) ls shown in Fig. 2. The
crossing-point technique is discussed in detail in
Ref. 1. Briefly, it consists of the following: A
beam of atoms in the 28 state a is produced from
ground-state molecules by thermal dissociation
followed by electron bombardment in a 5 (4-G mag-

FIG. 1. Zeeman diagram of the fine structure of 0,
n= 2. The zero-field separations are the values ob-
tained by Lamb et al. This experiment locates the
crossing of the levels P and e near 574 G, indicated by
the dot.
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FIG. 3. Schematic diagram of the apparatus. The
NMR, probe is inserted into the quenching region be-
tween the electrodes during field measurements.
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FIG. 2. Zeeman diagram of the 2 S&&2 and 2 P&i2
levels in D. The inset shows the hfs near the P-e
crossing point. In these experiments, the crossings
labelled B and C are observed.

state beam should be converted to the state Pg by
this nonadiabatic process. The average observed
conversion ratio was (29. 7 +2. 9)%.

To produce atoms in the state P~, the solenoid is
set to produce a magnetic field of +4. 9 G. At this
field, the levels n, and P~ are separated by the
minimum frequency of 38.578 MHz. The rf mag-
netic field is set to this frequency, and its ampli-
tude is adjusted to give the maximum n, -P~
conversion.

netic field. A state selector is used to regenerate
any single desired hfs component of the 2S state
P from the o.'-state beam. A pair of electrodes
located at the center of the main magnetic field
provides a well-localized transverse electric
field. This field provides the electric dipole
coupling necessary to induce transitions between
the states P and e. A detector monitors the num-
ber of metastable atoms surviving transit through
the machine. The P-e crossing point is deter-
mined by observing the resonant depletion of the
metastable beam. The Lamb shift is calculated
from the crossing-point magnetic field measure-
ment and Zeeman energy formulas.

The apparatus used in these experiments is
shown schematically in Fig. 3. The oven, elec-
tron gun, Helmholtz coil, and detector are
described in Ref. 1. The flopper consists of a
solenoid which provides a small, static, axial
magnetic field at the site of the beam. A small
five-turn coil is located inside the solenoid to
provide an axial radio-frequency magnetic field.
The entire assembly- is magnetically shielded from
the nearby electron-gun collimating magnet and
the Helmholtz coil.

To produce atoms in the state Pg (see Fig. 4)
the solenoid is set to produce a small negative'
magnetic field. No rf magnetic field is used.
This field configuration produces a sudden"
change in the axis of quantization experienced by
the a-state beam as it emerges from the electron
gun. We calculate that 29. 2% of the entering o.-

CI F=--

v=38.578 MHz

1F=--»
2

y =(g,-g,}I "

FIG. 4. Hyperfine structure of D, 2 S zg2 The arrow
indicates the transition that is induced to produce the

PB state. This is done aty=l/3 (or H=4. 9 G) and
@=38.578 MHz.
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III. THE NATURE OF THE DATA K(r) —1+6.7& 10 2{r-1). (2)

In seven different runs, a total of 128 measure-
ments of crossing p~int 8 were obtained. 117
measurements of crossing point C were obtained
in six runs. During each run a complete resonance
curve was taken. Figure 5 shows one of these
curves whexe the experimental points are compared
with a theoretical resonance curve.

The theoretical curve shown was obtained by using
the Bethe-Lamb theory of the 2S lifetime, and has
been averaged over a v' Maxwell velocity dis-
tribution in the metastable beam. This curve was
fitted only to the peak point by selection of the
maximum fractional quenching (EM) and the cross-
ing-point magnetic field. The gross agreement
with the data points is good.

Data for determining the center of this resonance
curve were accumulated by measuring the beam
quenching at the steepest part of the resonance
curve many times. These measurements were
made at 4' ~. A measurement of the beam flop
at each of tEe uppex and lower such points yielded
1 value of the center. There were generally small
differences in the beam flop between these upper
and lower working points. '

Equalized beam flops
were obtained by extrapolating from the observed
beam flops along the measured line slope. The
value for the center was then taken as the mag-
netic field midway between these equalized points.
A number of small corrections had to be applied to
this observed resonance center, and these will be
discussed in some detail later in this article.

This line-shape theory is tested by comparison
with the experimentally observed half-widths and
working point slopes. The ratios of the experi-
mentally observed half-widths to the theoretical
half-widths (5H@/5HT) for the two crossing-
points are

Crossing point 8: 5H&/5H& = 0.995 s 0.017,

Crossing point C: 5H&/5H& 1.002--+ 0.010.

The ratios of the experimental working point slopes
to the theoretical slopes (m@/m&) for the two
crossing points are

Crossing point B: m@/m& ——1.041+0.046,

Crossing point C: / Q 992 Q 040

Each of these figures is obtained by taking weighted
averages from all the runs included in the final data.
Each error quoted is one standard deviation. The
maximum quenching of these resonance curves
ranged from 0.2086 to 0.4647.

IV. THE RESONANCE LINE SHAPE

The Bethe-Lamb theory for the lifetime of the
2S state under an external perturbation is used
to obtain a line shape for the P-e transition res-
onance. This has already been discussed in
some detail in Ref. 1. %'e present a brief summary
of the results here.

The change in beam that is observed when a per-
turbing electric field E is applied to the beam is
given by

I —axp — -', " —. K(r)), (1)(~/~ )2

v&& 1+v,'(r- 1)'

where r is the magnetic field variable r =H/H;
Hz is the crossing-point magnetic field; E is the
electric field experienced by the atoms; and E,=
22.5 V/cm is a scale field for 28 2J' quenchin-g.
D is an effective length for the quenching region
{D= 0.56 cm for our electrodes), and z, is adi-
mensionless constant that depends only sbghtly
upon the particular crossing-point (z, = 21). The
factor Ã(r) corrects the simple Lorentzian ex-
ponential for curvature of the Zeeman fs and hfs
lines, for variation of the Stark matrix element,
and for the finite spatial extent of the quenching
region. K(r) is very nearly linear in magnetic
field, and can be written for the deuterium cross-
ing points as

MAGNETIC FIELD (GAUSS)
500 600 700

FIG. 5. Resonance curve for crossing point B. The
experimental points are plotted along with a line shape
derived from the Bethe-Lamb theory of the lifetime of
the 28 level. The line shape has been averaged over a
e2 beam velocity distribution.
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V. CORRECTIONS TO THE DATA

The observed resonance centers are shifted from
the true P-e crossing-point magnetic fields by small
but significant amounts. We will first discuss some
corrections which are common to all of the P-e
crossing points and then corrections which only
apply to specific crossing points.

A. Stark Matrix Element Variation

The e state is coupled to the 2 'P 3 (mg = + 2~ )
level 5 by the L S gnteraction. Consequently,
(e I and hence (e I eE r I P) are magnetic-field
dependent. This causes an increase of = 5'
in the beam quenching as the magnetic field is
varied across the resonance. This asymmetry
causes the apparent center to be = 65 ppm above
the true center.

B. Level Curvature
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FIG. 6. Metastable deuterium quenching. The sloping
pl«eau is «e to the n-state component of the metastable
beam.

As we have just noted the e-state wave function
varies withmagneticfield. This manifests itself
as a curvature of this fs Zeeman level in a mag-
netic field. The P fs state is perfectly linear in
magnetic field. The quenching of the metastable
atoms at low levels is proportional to [1+A(Ep-
Ee)'j ', and as a result 'of level curvature this
quenching is not symmetric about the P-e cross-
ing point. There is an analogous asymmetry due
due to the curvature of the hfs levels that results
from the F X interaction. Level curvature asym-
metries shift the apparent resonance center about
10 ppm above the true center.

C. a-f Transitions

The metastable beam consists of approximately
two-thirds &-state atoms which undergo transi-
tions to the f state via the same electric dipole
interaction that couples states P and e. Near
574 G the n ftransition fr-equency is approximately
2200 MHz. Since the P-e crossing-point frequency
of 0 Hz is far removed from the n-f transition
frequency, we approximate the effect of this a
background by taking the first terr+ only in an
expansion of the n fquenching. T-hus for a given
quench level Q =E/E, we can wri—te the beam flop
as

1+ (4m~&) )' . (3)

The total P signal is obtained by extrapolating from
the sloping 'plateau" of a beam quenching curve as
shown in Fig. 6. Since this curve shows beam
quenching versus the square of the applied
voltage, to the order of this perturbation calcu-
lation, a linear extrapolation exactly accounts
for the a component. A correction is made for
the error involved in this extrapolation. This,
along with the variation in the n fbackground-
transition rate with magnetic field, causes the

apparent center of the P-e resonance curve to
appear about 10 ppm above the true center.

D. Stark Shift

The applied electric field as well as the much
smaller motional electric field couples the P level
to the levels b and d, and the e level to the level
e via the quadratic Stark interaction. The net
effect of these shifts is to cause the center of the
resonance curve to appear about 0.3 ppm above
the true center.

The Wigner-von Neumann no-crossing theorem
does not apply in this experiment' since the per-
turbing electric field is small (((11.2 V/cm for
this case). The Stark-effect direct coupling of
the levels P and e does not shift the center of the
resonance curve. A slight symmetrical narrow-
ing of the resonance curve does occur, but was
not studied in detail.

E. Velocity Distribution Distortion

The metastable beam diverges slightly and may
be tilted with respect to the coil magnetic axis by
angles up to -1. Thus small motional electric
fields are continually present at the site of the
beam. These motional electric fields effectively
reduce the speed of the metastable beam by pref-
erentially quenching the faster metastable atoms.
The detector signal thus arises from the slower.
metastable atoms that were in the quenching re-
gion for a longer period of time. These atoms
are quenched more heavily. The transition
resonance then appears about 80 ppm higher
in field than it would were these fields absent.

In the analysis of this effect, the quenching
is artificially separated into that due to mo-
tional fields arising from the gross tilt of the
beam and motional fields due to transverse com-
ponents of the Helmholtz coil field. The quench-
ing due to these motional fields is then calculated
by averaging over the beam path length, a Helm-
holtz field, and a v beam velocity distribution.
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Details of this calculation are given in Ref. 3.

F. Finite Extent of the Quenching Region

Some of the electric field does extend over a
finite amount of beam path length, and thus some
of the beam quenching occurs at magnetic fields
lower than the central field. The mean quench-
ing occurs at a slightly lower field than the mea-
sured central field. This mean quenching then
becomes resonant when the central field of the
coil is 26 ppm greater than the true crossing-
point field.

G. Hydrogen Impurities

Measurements of crossing point C are sensi-
tive to hydrogen impurity in the deuterium beam.
Hydx ogen in the beam undergoes nonadiabatie
transitions in the flopper into the P(m~= —1) state,
and has the hydrogen Pff

—elf crossing point res-
onance at = 605 G.' The effective hydrogen com-
ponent in the beam' is measuxed in the following
manner: With a known deuterium Pg beam, the
flopper is set to produce hydxogen metastable
atoms in the state P(Ii = 0, mp = 0). This is done
by setting the flopper solenoid to produce a field
of +3 G and by setting the radio frequency to
177.8 MHz. Under these conditions, a hydrogen
P& beam is produced; but no deuterium P states
are produced at all, since the hfs separation is
much different from that of hydrogen. The Helm-
holtz coil field is set to the hydrogen P~ —eg
crossing point' at 538 6 and the hydrogen Pg
beam is measured. The effective hydrogen P&
component of the deuterium PC beam is deduced
from this hydrogen P~ signal and the known
n pg and-n-pff conversion ratios in hydrogen.

This measurement was made in each of the
Pt —eg runs (the same tank of 'D, was used
throughout), and in a special run at the end of the
series. The weighted average value for NH/ND,
the ratio of hydrogen Pff metastable atoms to deu-
terium Pg metastable atoms was

X„prD=(1.85+0. 21)x 10 '.

A complete Pg —ec crossing point run was taken
for calibration using a mass-spectrometer ana-
lyzed mixture of H and D having NH/ND =10.VO

~10 '. The uncorrected center for th~s run ap-
peaxed at 2489.973 + 0.167 kHz proton NMRin water. '
For each run, the uncorrected center was scaled
down to zero H component in the beam. An un-
certainty of 50% of the size of the correction was
added to each value. The mean correction added
to each center was —169 +85 ppm. There is no
hydrogen impurity correction to be added to the
P~ crossing-point measurements.

H. P hllpuritles

To produce deuterium atoms in the state pff, a
radio frequency of 38.578 MHz is applied to the
beam at a magnetic field of +4. 9 G in the flopper.
Under these conditions there is a slight overlap
with the a,-P~ transition at -47.2 MHz which

The level P& is coupled to the level o',, by the
hfs interaction f.J." The level o.', is coupled to
eC ~y the Stark interaction eE ~ r due to compo-
nents of the electxic field parallel to the magnetic
field. There is a similar coupling of levels pff
and e~ through the level f(m~= —~). The result-
ing pseudocrossing of the levels Pg and eg over-
laps the 8~ —e~ crossing-point resonance curve.
The ratio of the amplitude of this foxbidden"
transition to the amplitude of the allowed P~ —e&
transition is given by second-order degenerate
perturbation theory" as

8— Vp. V.
R=)~ )2 2@ E, i, =n f.

pe i p i
(5)

We estimate the parallel component of the electric
field to be 0.1~ E@. We calculate 8=2.3&&10 '.
This pseudocrossing appears only about 3 G above
the Pfl —eff crossing. Thus the fractional shift of
the crossing-point magnetic field is - 2 parts in
108. There is no effect on crossing point C."

J. P-f Transitions

Small components of the electric field are p:.ral-
lel to the magnetic field. These parallel compo-
nents induce transitions from state P to state f.
Because the levels are well separated and because
the parallel field components are small, this de-
cay channel causes the apparent crossing point to
be only -1 ppm above the true resonance center.

K. Notional Field Quenching

If the beam is tilted with respect to the coil
axis, an asymmetrizing effect arises from the
resulting motional electric field. The quenching
is proportional to

I Et t I
' = (E@+E t)2

=Z '+2E E, +(&,t) '. (5)

The cross term is linear in magnetic fieM and can
either increase or decrease E' depending upon the
beam orientation. We experimentally average the
effect of this term to zero by reversing the polarity
of E@at 25 Hz. The effect of motional fields upon
the velocity distribution has already been discussed.

VI. THE RESULTS

During each run an average value for the center
was obtained. A total correction was determined
according to the particular machine parameters
of each run and was then added to the raw center
fox that run. Average values for the individual
corrections a.re listed in Table I. The cox'rected

produces a small Pg contamination of the Pp beam.
This produces a P~ —e~ crossing-point resonance
at -564 G. This shifts the apparent center of the
Pff —sf' resonance downward by 14 ppm.

I. Forbidden Transitions
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Title

Stark matrix-element
variation

Level curvature
Q -f tl ans itlons
Stark shift
Velocity distribution

distortion
Finite size of the

quench region
Hydrogen impurities
P impurities
Forbidden transitions
P-f transitions
Motional field quench-

ing

Crossing
point 8

(ppm)
-63

—10
-10.4
-0.3
-81+ 20

0
+14
~0
-0.7

0

Crossing
point C

{ppm)
-66

-10
-8.8
-0.3
-80+ 20

-26

-169+85
0
0

-0. 9
0

TABLE I. Asymmetry corrections added to centers. timate of the limit of error for this experiment.
This result is to be compared with the original

measurement by Triebwasser, Dayhoff, and
Lamb. ~ Their result of 1059.00+ 0.10 MHz dis-
agrees with the result of this experiment by
0.24 + 0.14 MHz. The origin of this disagree-
ment is not known. The theoretical value for
this Lamb shift has been calculated by Erickson
and Yennie' and Soto" using the recent value of
the fine structure constant n obtained by Parker,
Taylor, and Langenberg. " Their theoretical
result for deuterium is

g „=1058.83 + 0.08 MHz. (10)

A correction to this result, due to a possible pro-
ton halo, has been calculated by Barrett, Brodsky,
Erickson, and Goldhaber, '" which raises the value
in (10) by 0.25 MHz, giving the result

Total -177+20 8
h

=1059.08 + 0.14 MHz.

centers are then used with the theory of Brodsky
and Parsons" to calculate the Lamb shift. For
crossing point B, the weighted, averaged un-
corrected center is 2444.648 kHz proton NMR
in water to which is added a total correction of
—0.433 kHz (- 177 +20 ppm). Thus the corrected
center and the Lamb shift calculated from the
Brodsky- Parsons theory are

f& = 2444. 215 kHz(+ 0.097 kHz = 40 ppm),

8= 1059.288 MHz. (7)

Similarly for crossing point C, we observed a
weighted, averaged uncorrected center of
2487. 973 kHz and a total correction of -0.898 kHz
(- 361+87 ppm). This then gives

fc ——2487.075 kHz(+ 0.129 kHz = 52 ppm),

S= 1059.165 MHz. (8)

The errors quoted for the corrected centers are
each one standard deviation of the mean and in-
clude estimated errors in the correction terms.
Weighing each of these values according to 0
we obtain the final result for the Lamb shift in the
n = 2 level in deuterium:

g= 1059.24 + 0.10 MHz,

where the quoted error is three times the standard
deviation of the mean and is intended to be an es-

Using this result, the discrepancy between theory
and this experiment is

g — g = +0.16 + 0.17 MHz.
exp th (12)

The theoretical difference between the Lamb
shifts in the n = 2 levels of deuterium and hydro-
gen j is

S(D) - &(H) = 1.26 a 0.20 MHz (theory).

which agrees with the theoretical result to within
the quoted errors.

This experiment has remeasured the Lamb shift
in the n = 2 level of deuterium and has obtained
a result that disagrees slightly with the original
Lamb result but agrees within the quoted errors
with the most recent theoretical predictions.
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The result of this experiment along with Robiscoe' s
corrected result from. the hydrogen level cross-
ing experiments' gives

g(D) 3(H) = 1.38 + 0.14 MHz (experiment), (14)
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The possible existence of p-molecular states corresponding to the 2PII muon orbital is
investigated. Such states are found to be bound in the lowest adi.abatic approximation, with

levels near the n= 2 atomic levels.

I. INTRODUCTION

After slowing down in liquid hydrogen, a negative
muon (p, ) undergoes a sequence of chemical re-
actions which result in the formation of a muonic
protium (Pp), deuterium (dp, ), or tritium (tp. ) atom
of low principal quantum number n. The reaction
rates have been computed by Wightman' and (for
pions) by Leon and Bethe. ' For muons, the
estimates of Ref. 2 indicate that Auger transitions
dominate in the de-excitation down to n= 3, but
thai Auger rates are small compared to radiative
rates for transitions with a final n of 1 or 2. After
the atom reaches the ground (n =1) state, subse-
quent interactions with other nuclei can involve
only those molecular-ion states (ppp, p pd, etc. )
which correspond to a 1SZ orbitaP of the muon.
These (and only these) states have been extensively
studied by adiabatic approximations4 and by the
variational method. '

In this paper we investigate the possibility that
three-body states corresponding to the 2PII muon
orbital' may play a role in the interaction between
an excited muonic atom and a hydrogen nucleus.
We show (Sec. IV) that in the lowest-order adia-
batic approximation, there do exist 2PII levels
which lie close to the n = 2 atomic levels. This
means that we may expect resonances (near the
2PII levels) in the scattering of an atom off a
nucleus. It is also probable that there exist
bound even-parity molecular-ion states of angular
momentum 1. Bhatia ar ~. Tem~jn have shown that
these three-body states correspond to II orbitals, '
of which the 2PII has the lowest energy. To obtain

II. THREE-BODY HAMII. TONIAN

Let m, and m, be the masses of two nuclei (each
an isotope of hydrogen) and m, be the muon mass.
We use reduced muonic units, i. e. , atomic units,
with respect to the reduced mass

m=m, (m, +m, )/(m, +m, +m, ). (1)

In these units the three-body Hamiltonian (ex-
cluding the kinetic energy of the center of mass) is

H —pV ~ —%~2/2M+ I/R —I/t', —1/r2. (2)

The symbols in (2) have the following meanings.
x, and x, are the distances of the muon from nuclei
1 and 2. The first gradient is with respect to the
displacement r of the muon from the center of mass
of the nuclei. The second gradient is with respect
to the displacement R of nucleus 2 from nucleus 1.
The dimensionless parameter M is the reduced
mass of the two nuclei in units of m:

M= m, m, /m(m, +m, ). (&)

Table I shows the values of M used in the present
workas w, ell as the factor m/me which is needed

even parity in an adiabatic approximation we must
consider the two nuclei to be in a relative I' state.
This introduces a centrifugal term which must be
added to the adiabatic Born-Oppenheimer potential.
We calculate energy levels both with and without
the centrifugal term; these cases approximate even-
and odd-parity three-body states, respectively.


